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l.  PRELIMINARY 

 
Shepherd called the December 2, 2014, meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 
 

Roll Call  
 
The following members were present:  
 

JulieMarie A. Shepherd, president 
Cathy Wildman, vice president  
Mary W. Lewis, secretary 
Amber Drevon, director 
Eric Nelson, director 
Barbara J. Yamrick, director 
 

The following member was absent: 
 

Dan Jorgensen, treasurer  
 

Also meeting with the Board of Education were: 
 

D. Rico Munn, superintendent of schools 
William Stuart, deputy superintendent  
Georgia Duran, chief communication officer  
Brandon Eyre, district legal counsel  
Lisa Escárcega, chief accountability and research officer 
Damon Smith, chief personnel officer 
Anthony Sturges, chief operating officer 
David Trautenberg, chief financial officer  
Adrienne Bradshaw, controller  
Tonia Norman, assistant to Board of Education 
 

Pledge of Allegiance 
 

Gateway High School student Mia Saragih led the Board and audience in the 
pledge to the flag.  Shepherd welcomed visitors to the meeting.   

 
Approval of Agenda 

 
The December 2, 2014, consent agenda was amended as follows: 
 

 Remove Carrie Nerge’s name from the consent agenda, licensed 
personnel resignation list.    

 Remove the mill levy certification item from the consent agenda.  This item 
will be included on the December 6 special open meeting consent agenda 
for action.   
  

Approval of Minutes 
 
The minutes of the regular meeting of the Board of Education held on November 
18, 2014, and the minutes of the regular meeting of the Board of Education held 
on November 11, 2014, were approved as written.     
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Student Performance 
 

Gateway High School students, under the direction of Ellen Farnsworth, 
performed the opening number for their upcoming musical, 114 Years on 
Broadway:  A Musical Review.   The performance will be held in the Gateway 
High School theater on December 11 at 7:00 p.m.   
 

Recognizing Excellence 
 

Lewis announced that the America’s Promise Alliance chapter in Aurora has 
published a calendar for the past three years that features student artists.  The 
calendar kickoff celebration for the 2015 calendar is scheduled on Tuesday, 
December 9, 5:30 p.m., at the Aurora Central Public Library.  All 12 of the 
featured artists on the 2015 calendar are APS students and all have been invited 
to the kickoff celebration along with their parents, Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan, 
Board members, Superintendent Munn, and the district Leadership Team. The 
students are very excited about seeing their artwork displayed in the calendar 
and each will receive a framed copy of their artwork and unlimited calendars for 
family and friends.    

 
Opportunity for Audience 
 

Roya Brown, co-founder of the proposed Cooperative Community School, noted 
that a formal letter was provided to District Legal Counsel Brandon Eyre to 
highlight the recent award of a $600,000 competitive startup grant.  She voiced 
concerns in that grant funds would be forfeited if the charter remains 
unauthorized. She shared that $1,200 was provided from the Spaulding 
Rehabilitation Hospital to create a community garden and she is approaching 
other foundations about additional funding.  She expressed that the proposed 
charter is in danger of losing its facility and requested that the Board reconsider 
authorization in APS.   
 
Shepherd acknowledged that the Board had received a copy of the formal letter.   
 

II.  INFORMATIONAL REPORTS 
 

Superintendent‘s Report 
 
Strategic Plan Update 
 
Munn announced that the Strategic Planning Committee will hold its final meeting 
on December 3.  He hopes to present a written recommendation to the Board by 
the end of the month for consideration at the January 6 Board meeting and is 
meeting with individual Board members in December to discuss the process.     
 
Munn asked the Board for feedback and input related to last year’s legislative 
communication protocols and 2014 legislative priorities.  Wildman suggested that 
the Board provide Munn with feedback and input following the upcoming 
legislative presentation at the Colorado Association of School Boards (CASB) 
conference, December 4-7. 
 
Lewis appreciated ongoing legislative updates that District Lobbyist Mary Kay 
Hogan provided to the Board during the 2014 legislative session.   
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The Board will be presented with a draft of 2015 legislative priorities at the 
December 16 work session.  Hogan will provide an overview of the 2015 
legislative session on January 6.     
 
Leadership Team Report 
 
Vista PEAK Innovation Renewal 
 
Garrett Rosa, principal of Vista PEAK Preparatory, and Karla Neely, assistant 
principal of Vista PEAK Exploratory, were present to answer additional questions 
related to innovation renewal at Vista PEAK. 
 
Lewis asked about the new leadership model at Vista PEAK.  Rosa replied that 
the previous leadership model included co-directors at both Vista PEAK 
campuses.  He currently serves as the principal of Vista PEAK Preparatory and 
indicated that all of the previous leadership titles have been restructured.       
 
Lewis asked for clarification around additional autonomies related to hiring at 
Vista PEAK.   Smith shared that autonomies being requested at Vista PEAK are 
standard throughout the district.    
 
Lewis asked for clarification related to the Vista PEAK Accountability Committee 
(VPAC).  Rosa explained that pathways were the center point when Vista PEAK 
first opened and industry partners were needed to provide curriculum guidance 
and support.  He shared that VPAC is supported by the Pickens Accountability 
Committee and the Career and Technical Education Advisory Committees, which 
are comprised of a high degree of industry professionals who provide insight and   
guidance on new industry standards and curriculum development.     
 
Lewis asked for clarification in terms of whether the state or district would grant 
innovation status.  Rosa replied that Vista PEAK is requesting innovation status 
at the district level.      
 
Shepherd acknowledged that the Board received communication from Vista 
PEAK parent Angela Martinez as well as the district’s response to the 
communication.   
 
Lewis voiced concerns in that growth standards that were originally put in place 
for innovation schools have not been met.  She acknowledged that innovation 
has provided additional exploration opportunities for kids, but questioned if it was 
the right approach for the district.  If it is the right approach, she would like to see 
innovation offered at additional school sites.    
 
Shepherd thanked staff for providing additional information to the Board.   
 
This item will be included on the consent agenda for action on December 16.    
 
Priority Improvement or Turnaround Unified Improvement Plan Schools 
 
Escárcega and Youngquist provided an overview of the process, root causes, 
major improvement strategies and actions to address district and site priority 
improvement and turnaround unified improvement plans.  According to Senate 
Bill 163, local school boards must approve unified improvement plans (UIP) for 
districts or schools that receive a priority improvement or turnaround SPF rating 
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and a subsequent accreditation rating.  The Aurora Public School District and the 
following schools received a priority improvement or turnaround SPF rating:   
Century Elementary, Fletcher Community School, Jewell Elementary, Lansing 
Elementary Community School, Lyn Knoll Elementary, Paris Elementary, Sable 
Elementary, Sixth Avenue Elementary, Vaughn Elementary, Virginia Court 
Elementary, Wheeling Elementary School, Aurora Hills Middle School, East 
Middle School, Mrachek Middle School, North Middle School Health Science and 
Technology Campus, South Middle School, Boston K-8 School, Vista PEAK 
Exploratory, Aurora Central High School, and Gateway High School.  Unified 
Improvement Plans (UIP) must be submitted to the Colorado Department of 
Education (CDE) and adopted by the local school board no later than January 15 
of the school year in which the school is directed to adopt such a plan.  The 
Board was provided with a presentation that highlighted sections of the UIP, the 
district UIP summary, school UIP summaries, draft accreditation report, 
accountability time lines specific to Aurora Central High School and copies of 
school unified improvement plans, in advance of the meeting.    
 
Escárcega shared that district staff requested reconsideration of SPF ratings 
from CDE for four schools and was granted approval for three schools, including 
Iowa Elementary School, improvement to performance; Aurora Hills Middle 
School, priority improvement to improvement; and East Middle School, priority 
improvement to improvement.   
 
Yamrick asked how accountability measures within major improvement strategies 
would be demonstrated in the classroom.  Youngquist shared that restructuring 
has provided staff with insight and understanding to better determine and support 
classroom instruction.     
 
Wildman asked about targeted assessments to pinpoint student learning.   
Escárcega highlighted the importance of aligning assessments that focus on 
standards and providing teachers with real time data to better drive student 
learning. Youngquist has had nine listening sessions with teachers and 
confirmed that teachers want responsive data to better inform instruction.   
 
Lewis voiced concerns regarding the yearly December time line to approve 
unified improvement plans.  Youngquist shared that approval of UIPs in 
December helps principals and staffs with budget preparations and instructional 
planning for the next school year.    
 
Drevon voiced concerns regarding the implementation time line of actions and 
supports to address root causes in the district UIP.  Youngquist noted that 
identified actions included time lines through June 2016 and highlighted the 
importance of ensuring implementation over time as well as evaluating the 
effectiveness of actions in place.    
 
Drevon noted that some actions were implemented in January 2014, but scores 
have decreased at a number of school sites.  Youngquist indicated that the 
majority of actions were implemented after student assessments, and shared that 
staff is still reviewing the impact of initial actions.   
 
Shepherd asked how classroom teachers are being supported related to 
implementation of actions.   Youngquist expressed that P-20 learning directors 
and support teams are at school sites to assist and provide a level of 
accountability and support to teachers.  Escárcega highlighted the importance of 
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P-20 learning community directors knowing site plans and principals addressing 
plans with staff members.  She also discussed the importance of accountability to 
ensure targets are being met and benchmarks are being implemented.  She 
emphasized that the site UIP is the only document being monitored, and noted 
that a project manager has been hired to report out on the progress of metrics 
within site UIPs.   
 
Yamrick asked about supports and strategies to build trust and teamwork at 
Century Elementary School and other priority improvement or turnaround 
schools.  Youngquist replied that P-20 learning community directors spend 
numerous hours at schools within their learning community and have a strong 
understanding of strengths and challenges at each school.    Carol Jennings, P-
20 learning community director for Century, shared that staff selected the trust 
building, culture and climate goal as a result of climate survey data.  She meets 
bi-monthly with Century staff and has developed agreements and measures to 
build trust and teamwork as well as a monitoring plan to determine progress.  
She emphasized that implementation benchmarks are the indicator that measure 
action steps. 
 
Susan Welling, parent of Century Elementary School students, noted that 
ethnicity has changed at Century.  She noted that the majority of kids are bused 
to Century and suggested that Board members visit the school more often.        
 
Wildman asked about the impact of teacher turnover at priority improvement or 
turnaround schools.  Escárcega acknowledged that student mobility and teacher 
and staff turnover affects student achievement.  Youngquist shared that staff is 
reviewing actions to address these challenges.     
 
Drevon asked if root causes had been identified in Aurora Central’s UIP.     Mark 
Roberts, principal of Aurora Central, and Jocelyn Stephens, P-20 community 
director for Aurora Central, have reviewed data and identified root causes. 
Information was shared with Aurora Central’s instructional leadership team and 
will be reviewed with department chairs.   
 
Nelson asked about the average class size at Fletcher Community School and 
school sites throughout the district.  Smith shared that the average class size at 
Fletcher is 19.6.  The average class size at elementary schools is 23.7; the 
average class size at K-8 schools is 24.2; the average class size at middle 
schools is 25.7; and the average class size at high schools is 26.8.     
 
Lewis asked if Fletcher Community School would remain a pilot school as 
smaller school size was listed as one of the criteria.  Youngquist replied that the 
current plan is for Fletcher to continue as a pilot school, but the plan could be 
reviewed in the future.      
 
Escárcega shared that Aurora Central has received a SPF rating of priority 
improvement for five consecutive years.  This school year will be the fourth year 
of implementation of a priority improvement plan at Aurora Central; the 2015-16 
school year would be considered the fifth year of implementation.  Per CDE, a 
school cannot implement a priority improvement or turnaround plan for more than 
five consecutive years.  Potential next steps include a state review panel and site 
visit to Aurora Central and all schools and districts approaching the five-year 
accountability time line.  The state review panel, comprised of volunteers 
throughout the state, will review UIPs and work with districts to determine 
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recommendations and next steps.    
 
Lewis asked how many Colorado schools were approaching the five-year 
accountability time line.  Escárcega did not have an exact number of schools 
approaching the five-year accountability time line, but indicated that some 
districts were approaching the time line.  Shepherd noted that the process is not 
intended to be punitive, but is meant to be supportive to districts.   Munn shared 
that a meeting would be held with the Aurora Central staff and community to 
review overall time lines and next steps.   
 
Escárcega indicated that the district and site UIPs would be submitted to CDE by 
January 15, 2015.  She noted that the state review panel would provide feedback 
and recommendations for the district UIP and staff would have an opportunity to 
make improvements to the plan.  The Board will have an opportunity to review 
the plan prior to re-submission to CDE.   
 
This item will be included on the December 16 consent agenda for action.   
 
A copy of the District and School Unified Improvement Plan presentation and the 
APS district UIP summary are appended to the December 2 minutes.   
 
Charter Renewal 
 
Escárcega and Eyre provided an overview of charter school contract renewal 
applications for Aurora Academy Charter School, Global Village Charter School, 
and AXL Academy Charter School.   The district has adopted a renewal process 
based on framework from CDE, the Charter School League, and the National 
Association of Charter School Authorizers.  The district is recommending renewal 
of charter school applications for Aurora Academy Charter School and Global 
Village Charter School for a period of five years.   
 
Charter renewal applications for Aurora Academy and Global Village will be 
included on the consent for action on December 16.    
 
Eyre shared that the Board was presented with a summary that outlined time 
lines associated with AXL’s financial condition.  Beginning in September 2013, 
the district issued a notice of default letter and worked with AXL staff to resolve 
financial and governance challenges, including advancing funds, allocating 18 
CPP slots to expand AXL’s ECE program, and assisting with the restructuring of 
a governance model.  On October 1, 2014, the district received a notice from 
AXL regarding their intent to renew their contract.  In early October, the district 
was informed by AXL staff of a shortfall of approximately 100 students and its 
inability to finance operations through the end of the school year.   The AXL 
charter contract application will expire June 30, 2015.   
 
A copy of the AXL summary time line is appended to the December 2 Board 
minutes.   
 
Matt Wasserman, parent and AXL board member, acknowledged that mistakes 
were made related to the projected enrollment shortfall.  He noted that a clean 
break has been made from past institutionalized practices and emphasized that 
new leadership has been established at AXL.  He shared that children are 
learning at AXL, and recognized approximately 209 families and staff who were 
in the audience in support of AXL as well as a letter of support from 145 parents.   
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Wasserman introduced Brent Reckman, principal of AXL; Terry Glenn, assistant 
principal of AXL, Nora Flood, president of the Colorado Charter League; Jane 
Shirley, Catapult Learning; Jason Guerra, G & G Consulting Group; and Lisa 
Flores, Gates Foundation.    
 
Wasserman shared that a consulting team has been hired to work with AXL staff 
and the APS Leadership Team to pinpoint the exact financial shortfall, which he 
projects to be around $500,000 to $600,000.  He highlighted three outcomes for 
AXL, including closure of the charter school at the end of the semester; closure 
of the charter school at the end of the 2014-15 school year; or reorganize the 
charter with sound financial footing for ongoing operations.  He noted that 
immediate closure of the charter would be highly detrimental to many students 
and families and requested that the APS Board commit to helping AXL through 
the end of the school year based on the following conditions:     
 

 Allow AXL to pay the overfunded PPR to the district in six payments to be 
deducted from PPR from January 2015 through June 2015.   

 Approve a line of credit, $500,000 to 600,000, on December 16 for AXL to 
continue operations.  The district could either opt to not collect funds from 
AXL or issue a cash advancement.   

 Give AXL an opportunity to present a proposal in January 2015 to extend 
its contract for one additional school year contingent on successful lease 
negotiations; potential funders who believe AXL can operate without a 
deficit in the 2015-16 school year; and allow  AXL to repay district fund 
advancements provided during this school year within a reasonable time 
frame.   
 

Wasserman shared that the AXL board would continue to work with district staff 
and make every effort to not draw on district resources.  He invited Board 
members to visit AXL and meet with the board, leadership team and consulting 
team.  AXL staff will provide a more detailed plan for the Board to review on 
December 16. 
 
Escárcega and Eyre provided the Board with three recommendations based on 
the APS charter school framework, information gathered from additional financial 
documents; meetings with AXL staff; and meetings with the support team headed 
by the Colorado League of Charter Schools.  The Superintendent recommends 
that the Board takes one of three actions at its December 16 Board meeting as 
follows:   
 

 The APS Board of Education can direct the Superintendent and district 
administration to work with AXL on a transition plan to redevelop AXL’s 
governance and financial structure.  The transition plan would cover the 
remainder of the 2014-15 school year and include the 2015-16 school 
year. Prior to the recommendation being carried out, AXL would need to 
meet the following benchmarks by December 16 as follows:   
 

1) AXL must demonstrate that it can generate revenue that meets 
financial obligations for the remainder of the 2014-15 school year 
with the exception of obligations owed to APS.  The AXL charter 
school could partially meet this test if it obtains letters of commitment 
from funders as was done in the 2013-14 school year.   

2) AXL must obtain commitments from staff and the current board of 
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directors to remain with the school and implement the transition plan.   
3) AXL must commit to working with the transition team comprised of 

members with financial and charter school governance expertise to 
develop and implement a long-term sustainable plan.   

 The APS Board of Education can direct the Superintendent and district 
administration to implement a closure plan for AXL that closes the school 
at the end of the current calendar year, December 30, 2014. This timeline 
would coincide with the current calendar date in which the school could no 
longer meet its financial obligations in full.   

 The APS Board of Education can direct the Superintendent and district 
administration to implement a closure plan for AXL that closes the school 
at the end of the current charter school contract, June 30, 2015.  

 
Yamrick asked about staff and program restructuring.   Wasserman shared that 
the Spanish program and transitional kindergarten program have been cut.  He 
added that a number of administrative positions have not been filled or have 
been cut.  Reckman added that nine positions have been cut to date.      
 
Drevon asked for additional clarification related to the project enrollment shortfall.  
Reckman acknowledged that mistakes were made related to oversight and 
accountability at the start of the school year, and indicated that staff was 
unaware of the significant projected enrollment shortfall until after the October 
count.  He reiterated that the leadership model and accountability systems at 
AXL have since been restructured. 
 
Drevon asked about funding commitments from educational partners.  Flores 
replied that the funding community is interested in AXL’s short-term and long-
term future, but wants to ensure that a plan is in place moving forward.   
 
Lewis appreciates the level of support and commitment from parents and staff as 
demonstrated at tonight’s meeting.  She asked if students had left the school due 
to financial concerns.  Reckman indicated that approximately 15 to 20 students 
had withdrawn due to financial concerns. 
 
Nelson asked about the confidence level of staff to meet the deadline and 
implement a sound long-term financial plan.  Wasserman believes that AXL will 
have the funding and a plan in place to present to the Board by December 16.  
He noted that the charter currently has the right organizational leaders, partners 
and district support to develop a sound financial model.  Reckman emphasized 
that more than 200 supporters came to the meeting in support of AXL and 
believes that it is a matter of will and dedication.   
 
Wildman asked why a solid financial and governance model had not been 
developed and implemented in the past.  Escárcega emphasized the importance 
of charter school management and noted that this has been a concern at AXL in 
the past.  She indicated that AXL was in sound financial condition in June of 
2014, and noted that the charter has now reached out to the Charter School 
League and currently has a strong management structure and leadership model.        
 
Shepherd requested that the Board direct additional questions or concerns to 
Eyre.  She also requested that the Board be provided with the AXL charter 
school framework, communication letter to parents and speaking notes from 
Wasserman in advance of the December 16 Board meeting.   
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Shepherd thanked staff for providing information to the Board.  She 
acknowledged the emotion and passion shown by AXL parents and staff during 
tonight’s meeting, noting that the ultimate goal is to provide students with a 
quality education program.   
 
This item will be included as an informational report on the December 16 Board 
agenda.     
 
Instructional Materials Adoption 
 
Mary Beth Rensberger, director of health services; Laurie Marcellin, director of 
teaching and learning; and Ryann Patrick Stuart, instructional science 
coordinator, provided an overview of the revised health and wellness curriculum 
for fifth grade elementary students, as well as Colorado law pertaining to the 
implementation of the health and wellness curriculum, research findings, grade 
level expectations, recommended materials and resources, and implementation 
time lines for health education and supported curriculum.   Health and wellness 
curriculum resources for adoption will be displayed at ESC 2, posted on the 
district website and included in the Aurora Sentinel.   
 
A detailed copy of the health and wellness curriculum presentation for 
elementary schools is appended to the December 2 Board minutes.   
 
This item will be included on the December 16 consent agenda for action.   
 
Policy GBEC, Drug and Alcohol Free Workplace 
 
Smith provided a brief overview of Policy GBEC, Drug and Alcohol Free 
workplace.  The policy is being revised based on suggested revisions from the 
Colorado Association of School Boards.   
 
The Board will be provided with all policies related to marijuana usage on district 
property.   
 
This item will be included on the December 16 consent agenda for action.   
 

III.  CONSENT AGENDA 
 

Lewis moved and Yamrick seconded to approve the amended consent agenda 
and approve the following items:    
 

 Personnel   

 Student Organization Charter – Aurora Central Bhutanese Heritage Club 
 
Smith congratulated and acknowledged the following retirees for all their years of 
services to the district:    
 

 Sandra Wolf, Technician, Budget, Grants and Federal Programs, ESC 1, 
24 years of service   

 Beverly Pala, Science Teacher, East, 18 years of service 
 
Roll Call:  Drevon, Lewis, Nelson, Shepherd, Wildman, Yamrick   #8327 
 
Approved on a vote of 6-0 
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IV.  BOARD WORK 

 
Ends Conversation 
 
Open Dialogue 
 
Standing Committee Report 
  
Yamrick recently attended an early childhood advisory committee meeting.  She 
shared that the committee will be making site visits and developing a 
communication brochure that outlines how to apply and identify early childhood 
education services and resources.     
 
Lewis shared that the Key Community Response Team met to discuss the 
situation in Ferguson, Missouri and potential impacts within the Aurora 
community.  She noted that the discussion centered on the importance of having 
good dialogue and enabling kids to become part of the solution.  The team also 
highlighted the importance of encouraging students to consider public service 
careers in order to have more representation that reflects the community.   
 
Shepherd noted that the final version of the expense and budget section of the 
Board handbook has been included in CASB travel packets.      
 
Policy Perception Checklist  
 
Did the Board receive information at tonight’s meeting that requires a policy 
change? 
 
The Board did not received information that required a policy change.   
 
Did the Board receive information at tonight’s meeting that requires additional 
information or monitoring? 
 
Additional information will be provided to the Board.   
 
Board Self-Monitoring 
 
Wildman shared that tonight’s meeting had good Board participation.  She added 
that good passion and support was demonstrated by AXL parents, staff and 
supporters.  She thanked staff for providing information to the Board.      
 

V.  CONCLUDING ITEMS 
 

Opportunity for Audience 
 

No Items 
 

Next meeting date 
 
The next meeting of the Board of Education will be held on December 6, 2014, at 
11:30 a.m. in the Leadership Team A conference room of The Broadmoor Hotel, 
1 Lake Avenue, in Colorado Springs.     
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Adjournment 
 
The regular meeting of the Board of Education adjourned at 10:58 p.m.   
 
       _________________________ 

President  
 

 
      ATTEST _________________________ 

Secretary 
 



 

 
 

December 2, 2014 
Division of Instruction 

Division of Accountability & Research 

District and School 
Unified Improvement 

Plans 

1 



District Accountability SB-163 

• Adopt and implement a system for accrediting 
the schools of the district, which may be more 
rigorous in expectations and in the imposition of 
remedial actions than the state’s system for 
accreditation of school districts 

 

• Annually submit to the Department the 
accreditation category assigned to each of the 
district’s schools and what evidence was used for 
the determinations beyond the school 
performance frameworks 



Accountability SB-163 

• Adopt a District Performance, Improvement, 
Priority Improvement or Turnaround Plan 
(whichever is required)  

• Adopt the school plans for Priority Improvement 
or Turnaround Plans 

• Submit Priority Improvement and Turnaround 
Plans for the district and for schools in the 
district to the Department for review and 
approval   

 



 

Action Planning 

 

Analysis 
(Data Narrative) 

 

Target Setting 

 
Progress 
Monitoring 

 

            Unified Improvement Planning       

Proce 

Describe 
Notable  
Trends 

Prioritize 
Performance 
Challenges 

Identify Root  
Causes 

Set 
Performance 

Targets 

Identify 
Interim 

Measures 

Identify Major 
Improvement 

Strategies 

Identify 
Implementation 

Benchmarks 

Gather and 
Organize 

Data 

Review 
Performance 

Summary 

Target Setting 
(Student Actions) 

Action Planning 
(Teacher Actions) 



• Description of trends for every performance 
indicator, identifies based on analysis of three 
years of data  
▫ Performance Indicators: 

 Academic Achievement 

 Academic Growth 

 Academic Growth Gaps 

 Post Secondary Readiness 
 

• Provide the big picture 

Notable Trends 



 

• Specific statement about the school's 
performance challenges with at least one priority 
identified for each performance indicator where 
the school did not meet federal, state and/or 
local expectations 

 

• Prioritized list narrowed from significant trends 

 

Data Analysis 

Priority Performance Challenges 



• Statements describing the deepest underlying 
cause, or causes, of performance challenges, 
that, if dissolved would result in elimination, or 
substantial reduction of the performance 
challenge(s). 

 

• Describes why the performance challenge exists 

 

• If resolved would result in student learning 

 

Data Analysis 

Root Cause Analysis 



Major Improvement Strategies 

• Respond to root causes of the performance 
problems the school/district is attempting 
to remedy. 

• Action steps are smaller activities that fit within 
larger major improvement strategies. 

• Improvement Strategies and Action Steps must be 
associated with resources, people, and time. 

 



• Description of processes 

• Review of performance summary  

• Identifies what additional data was reviewed 

• Describes notable trends 

• Describes the priority performance challenges 
and the process used to prioritize needs 

• Describes the root causes of each performance 
challenge and how they were identified and 
verified (more than one data source) 

 

 

Data Narrative 



▫ Determining annual targets (2 Years) 

 

▫ Identifying major improvement strategies and 
actions steps 

 

▫ Identifying interim measures 

 

▫ Identifying Implementation benchmarks 

 

▫ Determining timelines, key personnel, and 
resources 

Action Planning 



Draft Aurora Public Schools 

Unified Improvement Plan Summary (2014-16) 
 

Root Cause #1: Proficiency & Academic Growth: 
The Aurora Public Schools lacks consistent implementation of effective standards-driven 
instructional practices in reading, writing, math, science and social studies. The school district 
needs to ensure alignment between standards, curricular resources and assessments and fully engage 
systems that provide differentiated professional learning for teachers and school leaders.  
 

Root Cause #2: Academic Growth Gaps:   

The Aurora Public Schools lacks formative assessment systems and response mechanisms 
that are important to ensure the acceleration of learning for every student.  APS needs to develop 

and implement formative assessment practices and multi-tiered systems of support in a manner that 
gains advantage from the assets and is responsive to the needs demonstrated by each students.   

 

Root Cause #3: Dropout/Graduation Rates: 

The Aurora Public Schools lacks the systems and strategies necessary to engage a plan for 
graduation and post-secondary success for every student.  The school district needs to 

significantly improve the alignment of our Post-Secondary Workforce Readiness systems to create an 
aligned, refined and predictable process for PWR planning with every Aurora Public Schools student.  

 

Major Improvement Strategy #1:   

Create a strong culture of performance by engaging a system of supervision and support for schools 
that ensures equitable distribution of resources, provides for effective planning mechanisms, effectively 
monitors and supports implementation of priority actions, ensures a high level of just-in-time support for 
teachers, principals and school communities and provides for clear avenues of communication and 
support between central offices and school sites.      Root Causes Addressed: 1, 2 & 3 
 

Major Improvement Strategy #2:   
Ensure strong alignment between the Colorado Academic Standards, curricular resources/pacing 
guides, and formative and accountability-level assessments so that teachers and school leaders will 
confidently and effectively engage these resources to inform and support data-sourced planning and 
teaching and learning to mastery.       Root Causes Addressed: 1 & 2 
 

Major Improvement Strategy #3:   
Provide high quality, job embedded, differentiated professional learning to teachers and school leaders 
that is grounded in the Colorado Academic Standards and data-driven teaching and learning cycles and 
evaluated by the learning outcomes of our students.  Root Causes Addressed: 1 & 2  
 

Major Improvement Strategy #4:  

Through the implementation of Multi-tiered Systems of Support at each school site, ensure the 
engagement of effective universal, targeted and intensive learning experiences for students currently 
performing below grade-level expectation and, specifically, for Students with Disabilities, students with 
Significant Reading Deficiencies, and students at risk for dropping out or not advancing successfully 
into post-graduate learning and/or work force experiences.                                                                             
Root Causes Addressed: 1 & 3 
 

Major Improvement Strategy #5:   

Engage parents/guardians and community members in ongoing partnership and collaboration with 
school and district leaders to ensure that there is effective communication between school and 
home, that parents are able to understand and participate in the learning process, and that there 
are opportunities for community involvement in order to accelerate the learning of all students. 

Root Causes Addressed: 2 & 3 



 
 

TO:   Board of Education 

 

COPY:  Rico Munn, Lisa Escarcega, David Trautenberg, Adrienne Bradshaw 

 

FROM:  Brandon Eyre, Legal Counsel 

 

DATE:  December 11, 2014 

 

SUBJECT: AXL Timeline 

 

 
The following is a bulleted timeline of events associated with AXL’s financial condition: 

 

 On September 16, 2013, the District issued a Notice of Default to AXL citing primarily governance and 
financial concerns involving what was predicted to be a substantial monetary shortfall. 

 Over the next ten months the District Administration worked with AXL to address these financial and 
governance concerns.  APS assistance to AXL included: 

• The District lowered audit fees for the FY2012-13 audit.  The District reduced the contracted 

audit fees from $10,000 to $5,000.  

• The District advanced FY2013-14, 2012 mill levy funding allocation in one lump sum on 

7/2/2013, in the amount of $175,251.31.  Per the signed MOU, normal 2012 mill levy funding 

would’ve been over three months (April, May, and June 2014). 

• APS transferred FY2013-14 PPR funding increase attributable to the increase in student 

enrollment in one lump sum on 12/18/2013, in the amount of $78,386.62.  Normally this PPR 

funding increase would’ve been allocated over the remaining months of the fiscal year (January 

– June 2014). 

• APS transferred $50,000 loan of special education reserve funds on 1/29/2014. 

• At-risk recapture for FY2013-14 was performed over three months (April, May, and June 2014) 

per AXL’s request for cash flow purposes.  All other charters began their at-risk recapture in 

March 2014. 

• 18 CPP slots were provided to AXL for FY2014-15.  This amounted to additional funding of 

$65,739.06 to AXL. 

• APS advanced FY2014-15, 2008 and 2012 mill levy funding allocation on 9/16/2014, in the 

amount of $194,476.97.  Per the signed MOU, normal 2012 mill levy funding would’ve been 

over three months (April, May, and June 2015).  2008 mill levy funding would’ve been funded at 

1/12 per month over the entire fiscal year. 

• APS set up a cash fund to help AXL meet their TABOR reserve requirement and agreed to set 

aside $12,000 per month for 10 months so that AXL would be in compliance with TABOR as of 

6/30/2015.  The first $12,000 transfer into this account was completed on 10/2/2014. 

• The District offered ongoing communications support. 



• The District provided monthly monitoring of AXL’s financial conditions and cooperated in 

AXL’s fundraising efforts. 

 During this time period AXL reestablished its Board of Directors and established a restructure of its 
finance department including amending the job description of the CFO with direct reporting structures 
to the Board, implemented a Board level Finance and Audit Committee, and developed an organization 
chart representing the change in the CFO job description and Finance and Audit Committee Charter.  
AXL was also able to secure a significant amount of fundraising which allows them to meet their 
financial obligations through the 2013-2014 school year. 

 On April 21, 2014, the District provided correspondence to AXL discussing satisfaction with the 
approach laid out by AXL and addressing some outstanding facilities concerns. 

 On August 1, 2014, AXL submitted their intent to renew to the District initiating the current charter 
renewal process. 

 In August, AXL was presented with the renewal framework. 

 In late September, AXL returned the APS renewal framework to APS with responses to ratings that 
were not reviewed or approved by their board of directors. 

 In early October, AXL reported an enrollment shortfall of approximately 100 students. This resulted in a 
significant financial shortfall based on the lack of funding that would have been associated with those 
students. 

 On October 22, 2014, the AXL Board agreed to a mutual separation with the AXL Director. 

 The District has continued working with AXL to discuss options in light of the ongoing financial 
conditions at AXL. 

 On December 2, 2014, the administration is presenting a recommendation as an information item to 
the Board of Education. 

 On December 16, 2014, the Board and AXL will be presenting more detailed information supporting 
the recommendations presented at the December 2, 2014 meeting.  The Board will be asked to make a 
decision on how to proceed based on those recommendations and presentations. 
 



Presentation 
to the APS 
Board of 
Education 

December 2, 
2014 

HEALTH AND WELLNESS 

CURRICULUM: 

 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 



 Requires that IF schools offer sexual health education 

programs, such programs MUST: 

Encourage abstinence and teach the effective use of 

condoms or other means of contraception 

Encourage parental involvement 

Develop skills to reduce risk taking behavior and 

increase informed decision making 

Be age appropriate, culturally sensitive and medically 

accurate 

 

COLORADO LAW 



 Updates existing comprehensive sex education law, HB 07 -1292, 

through the following:  

Adds definitions and guidelines to content standards  

Requires parents and guardians to be informed of 

content and given the option to have their student 

opt-out 

Establishes recommended guidelines, developed by 

CDE, for the implementation of local sexual health 

education programs 

Encourages school districts to establish local 

comprehensive sexual health education programs  

 

COLORADO LAW – HB 13-1081 



 Explain the structure, function, and major parts of the human 

reproductive system 

 Describe the physical, social, and emotional changes that 

occur at puberty 

 Demonstrate interpersonal communication skills needed to 

discuss personal health problems to establish and maintain 

personal health and wellness 

 Comprehend concepts, and identify strategies to prevent the 

transmission of disease 

 

Evidence Outcomes for non-tested content areas are 

recommendations and not a check list.  CDE recommends using 

the GLE’s for these content areas.  

GRADE 5 SEXUAL HEALTH  

GRADE LEVEL EXPECTATIONS 



WISE Grant Findings: 

 Sexual Health Curriculum was being delivered in 5 th grade on 

a by building basis (inconsistent)  

 Resources were outdated un helpful  

 Opt in district  

 Community partners were used sporadically to deliver 

message 

 Online training was out dated  

 Accountability was lacking 

 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH FINDINGS – SPRING, 2014 



TIMELINE FOR HEALTH EDUCATION  

FALL, 2014 



TIMELINE FOR HEALTH EDUCATION – 

SPRING, 2015 



MATRIX FOR MATERIALS REVIEW 



Strengths 

 Comprehensive Anatomy + 
Physiology 

 More Science 

 Value neutral 

 Zero shaming 

 Pictures to label 

 More detailed 

 Emphasis on health during 
pregnancy 

 Anonymous question box 

 Identification of resources  

Concerns 

 Teacher –  centered 

 Zero ELA supports 

 Not as culturally responsive  

 Student activities are 
awkward 

 Very dense 

 Zero scaffolding 

 Big concept –  dense lesson 

 Hard to break out puberty  

 Lacking in soc-emotional 

 Worksheet heavy 

 Classroom based 

FLASH CURRICULUM 



Strengths 

 Diversity 

 Social emotional pieces 
match the science 

 Divides topic of hygiene and 
anatomy 

 Separate lessons for boys 
and girls 

 Breaks out social emotional  

 Kid friendly 

 Materials are attractive  

 Good scenarios 

 

Concerns 

Worksheet heavy 

 Classroom based 

 Public pledge of 

abstinence 

 Shaming messages 

around reputations 

 Female body graphic 

 Zero for 5th Grade 

 Too Graphic for 6 th Grade 

ETR HEALTHSMART 



Recommendations: 

 Combination of two resources 

 7-10 lessons with 7 identified as priority 

 

Things to consider:  

 Time allotted for teaching 

 What lessons are priority, define minimum 

 Who is the trained instructor (Nurse, 5 th Grade Teacher, PE Teacher) 

 Discussion about how to fit it in 

 Common messaging and accountability 

 Clarity of what and how to talk about these topics  

 Point people 

 What is the PE teacher role what is the role of the general Ed teacher 

 

REVIEW OF MATERIALS – TEAM FINDINGS 



ANNUAL PROCESS FOR PROFESSIONAL 

LEARNING AND COMMUNICATION 



 Team Membership:  

 Marybeth Rensberger (Director , Ryann Patrick -Stuart (Science 

Instructional Coordinator), Kenny Webb (Arts and PE Instructional 

Coordinator) 

 Nurse Team:  6 nurses 

 Educators:  Science (5 teachers and 2 coaches), Physical Education 

(2 teachers) 

 1 consultant from Colorado Youth Matter (Andi Lyons) 

 

 Materials Reviewed:  FLASH and ETR Health Smart  

 

 Roll Out Date: January and February, 2015  

GRADE 5  

REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 




